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Before we got underway Not Cleaver and No Hope read out, in turn, the SIXTY-TWO names of 
members of PHHH that have passed away. The reading was superbly observed by the whole circle in 
respect of all the names that are now HEAVENLY HASHERS. Every one joined in with a prolonged 
round of applause in remembrance of the fun and fellowship we shared with our mates no longer with 
us. RIP.

The GM called in the Hares to thank us for a beautiful
Run and laager site, on a beautiful day in the north east
of our beautiful island.

RETURNERS in...just the four, welcome back!

VISITING HASHERS...two Krauts from New Deli
Hash and a young lady from Indonesia. Thank you for
visiting us.

RUN OFFENSES...No Hope kicked us off this time
with a request of our GM...please discount the beers for all Brits as BRIXIT has caused the Pound to 
drop in value! Manneken Pis gets in the Hares and Hard On as HO had laid pink paper on the checks 
and stuffed it up for the rest! Gorgeous gets in two very young lads to explain about shouting ON ON 
when on paper...maybe it might of been more use to explain BEFORE the Run Gorgeous! Mr Fister 
calls for Dicksapointing and Virgin My Arse (they still here?) Mr F was in the car with them on the 
way here and a bit of back seat driving was going on by VMA...this way, no that way..you tosser! Oh 
well they got there even if they are not talking to each other now!  Singha gets in Fungus as after the 
Run Fungus thanked Singha for the Run but said it was a bit flat and that he makes up time on the Run 
when there are more hills, something to do with balance. Singha pointed out that Fungus is so short he 
could not wish to get a better center of gravity if he wanted..short arse! Mr Fister calls in 
Dicksapointing and Manneken Pis as it seems they both went to the same BLIND BARBER and looked
like something from Belsen..everyone laughed...except our visitors from Germany!

STEWARD...Minnie Mouse... she starts with Bum Scraper who is a year older than last year...HBYC! 
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She tells us that BS's niece said she had a problem with her boyfriend and wanted to borrow some 
money as her boyfriend says she needs new clothes..BS told her niece she did not need any new clothes
but she did need a new boyfriend! At this point MM had a bit of PMT and said something like..fuck 
this, Cartoon can take over...now husband do what you are told and carry on for me! So like a berk...I 
mean like a good husband he did his duty (I know what I would of done!). Cartoon entertained us for a 
further couple of minutes off pat...well done Cartoon..he then took MM's thumb off his head and sat 
down!
Singha asked Cartoon to come back to the circle and take two beers as he had done a wondrous job 
without any notice due to MM's PMT moment!

RUN SHIRTS...the GM got the Iron Pussy in to present
Disparu with his 300 Run Black shirt..we didn't really
need to see his shaven chest..but what the hell, it was
good to see all the girls in the circle...well done
Disparu!

HASH MUSIC...Bollox was under the weather today
(still in bed!) so the GM invited Lucky Lek to give us
one of his songs...when I say one of his songs..he only
has one! AMAZING GRACE..well I think that's what it
was! Well done LL..don't give up your day job!

HARES in...In we come again with JC as Run Master as Manneken Pis holds Hash Shit...after such a 
beautiful Run (GM's words not mine!) we were never going to get Hash shit for the Run...JC noticed 

that there was a bit racing going on so Rampant Rabbit
was called in and the circle voted anti racing so RP 
gets the shit house seat this week!

ON ON, NOT CLEAVER

SEE YOU ALL NEXT WEEK


